The extension of von Neumann's work on factors to general rings of operators on Hubert spaces of arbitrary dimension has been begun by Dixmier and Kaplansky in [l] and [3] (the numbers in brackets refer to the List of References at the end of the paper). It is the purpose of this paper to extend these results still further, in particular Chapter X of [5] and Chapters I to III of [8] .
.
The general scheme of this paper is as follows: First, the constant C of von Neumann (Chapter X of [5] ) is extended to an operator belonging to the center of a ring of semifinite type, such a ring being one with no type III part. Next, using techniques devised by Dye and von Neumann, this operator C (termed the coupling operator) is shown to be the chief invariant governing the spatial type of a ring. Finally, these results are applied to questions of topology in rings, yielding the fact that the strongest topology is purely algebraic along with the notion of semifinite subring. Besides these main results, we obtain various subsidiary results, in particular, conditions for strong and weak continuity of *-isomorphisms, continuity of the trace in various topologies, and conjugate isomorphism of a ring with its commutant.
The notation of this paper is essentially that of [5] and [7] , with but a few exceptions. Throughout the paper, the notation [Mx] will denote the closure in some Hubert space H of the family of vectors {Ax} for A in a ring M and x a fixed vector. The symbol -< between projections E and F (P ■< F) in a ring will denote the fact that E is equivalent to a subprojection of F belonging to M. This will denote a proper projection only when specifically stated. This particular notation is used because the printer does not have the symbol used in [5] for this relationship.
The symbols U and C\ will be used in their usual sense of set theoretic union and intersection, the remaining ones being those standard in Hubert space theory.
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Note: Since this paper was written, Professor Segal has informed me that Presented to the Society, April 26, 1952, under the title On semifinite rings; received by the editors October 10, 1952.
(') Some of the work on this paper was done while the author was an A.E.C. Predoctoral Fellow at the University of Chicago. in M, we have w( y^-i Pn) = 22n=i «(Pn). If there exists an x in H, a projection P in M such that uiA*A) ^\\Ax\\2 for all A in M with AE = EA=A, then we write co<$C(P, x) (and alsoto<iCP). If ü)(4) = (4x, x) for all ^4 in Af such that AE = EA =A, then co~(P, x) (and alsoco<~P).
Note: co<3CE is equivalent to the condition obtained from the above by restricting the ^4's to projections. The condition then reads: coiF) ^||Pc||2 for all Fin M such that F^E. To show this, let 22* ockEk (a*^0, Ek projections in M contained in P) be an approximating sum for ^4*vl iO ^A*A -22* akEk e-I) and assume co(7)=l. Then coiA*A) ^co( 22* akEk)-\-eik 22* a/tw(P*) +e^ E* «»(£»«. *)+É^((2>*£t)3f,
x)+e^iA*Ax, x)+e£\\Ax\\*'+t. Thus we get the inequality w(^4*/l)^||^4x||2+€. As t is arbitrary, we obtain the condition w(4*/l)g||,4x||2. Proof. Let w(£) =0 for £ some projection in M. Then we have (ü?-, z) = ||(£*)1/2-||2 = 0( or (£*)1/2~ = 0. Thus we get £". = 0. But by [M'z]=H, this means £'' = 0, and hence that £ is 0. This property plus Lemma 1.1.2 shows us that M is countably decomposable. Now, by Zorn's Lemma, we pick a maximal collection {£_}, «G-1, with the properties:
1. The Ea are mutually orthogonal projections in M. 2. There exist vectors x" such that £axa = x« for all a, and such that co~(£a, xa).
3. The manifolds [Afx"] are all orthogonal.
Since M is countably decomposable, we see that the £"'s may be indexed by the positive integers n = l, 2, • • -, yielding a collection [En], {x"}. Now P[M'i"]=£n follows from £"/l'x" = /l'£"xn=-l/xn for A'GM', and then by
Let £"' =P[m,"], £= Xr.i -En, £'= Ei-i £« . and *<n)= -Cï-i *»• From Similarly,
The next step is to show that (7 -E){I -E') =0. For, if not, there exists a vector x' such that (7-P)(7-P')x'=x' and co(7-P) =||x'||2. By the countable additivity of co (which follows trivially from [l, p. 256, Theorem 17] it follows from Lemma 1.1.3 that there exists a projection G in M such that G^I-E and co«(G, Gx'). Also we have iI-E)iI-E')Gx' = Gil -E) il -E')x' = Gx'. Now applying Lemma 1. Hence, co(4 22Li £*) = 22Li a{AEk) = Eï-i "(P^P*) = 2Xlv4*t, xk).
But we have (^4x(n>, x(n)) = 22"-i 22*-i iAxk, xi) = 22"-1 (Axk, **) as (.4x*, x¡) = 0 for k?±l by the orthogonality of the family [Afx"]. Thus we finally obtain the equation «(4 22¡U P*) = 22?-i {Axk, xk) = iAx™, «<«>). As 22"-i P* converges strongly to I in the unit sphere of M, we have, by the continuity of co, u{A) =Iimn=00 wiA 22Li P*) =lim"_M iAx™, i<*») = iAx, x). 
Thus if we replace z by F'x, we get a vector combining the properties of x and z, and there is clearly no loss of generality in assuming both properties for our original vector z. We first define J on vectors of the type Az for A in M. Here JAz = A*z. This leads to 0)iFxQL) = a>((Px)*<2x) ^<-((P)1<2x) £«(_*) =co(P) =0. But as F^-Q1-is a projection orthogonal to F, we could add to our "maximal" collection {Ea}, aGr, unless PXÇX=0. Clearly FQ = 0, and we end up with F^QL and Px = Q, showing that we must have Px «■ Q. Clearly, the Q above is the P of our lemma; since if <_(£) =0 for some projection £ in M, then ESF=QL, for EQp^O implies that our maximal collection {£«} could be enlarged. 1.3. The coupling operator in semifinite rings. In the previous section we introduced the coupling operator for the case where Afand AI' are both finite. It will be the purpose of this section to extend this idea to semifinite rings. Proof. Let £2 be cardinal of T and Í2' that of V. Take an arbitrary vector x such that ||x||=l, and consider the functional iAx, x) =co(_l) on MC\M'. By Lemma 1.2.6, there exists a projection P (5^0) in the center of M such that co is not zero on nonzero projections contained in P. Also P = Xa£r PEa = X^er' PP7 with {PEa}, {PP7} as families of orthogonal, equivalent, finite projections. Thus, with the aid of the spectral theorem, there is no loss of generality in assuming that there is a linear functional co on the center of M such that for A a nonzero, positive semi-definite operator in MC\M', coL4)>0 andco(7) = l.
Now let £d,= [yGT'\EaFyEa^0].
For any 7G-1', if EaFyEa = iEaFy)iiEaFy)*) =0 for all aGT, then EaFy = 0 for all aGr, which implies Xa£r EaFy = Fy = 0. This contradiction proves that for each YGr', there exists an «(7) Grsuch that £"(T)P7£a(7)5^0; but then 7 G £«(7), yielding finally that T' = U £1.
«Er
As Me"h is finite, we have a trace t]a in it. Since the center of Me"h is introduce the operator C\, the coupling operator defined in Theorem 1, for the rings MPi.i, M'Pi.i. We also introduce the formal operators ia/a')Pa,a' and form the formal sum
The formal operator we have just introduced will be called the coupling operator for the rings M, M'.
It is clear from the above definition that to say that C is the coupling operator for M, M' is to give Ci as the finite coupling operator plus the fact and such that co is strictly positive on Meh-Also, notice that Gxz = 0 implies that co(l7x)=0 by hypothesis.
Thus we have a projection £ in M such that co is strictly positive on Meh and such that co(£x) =co(67 -£) +co(Gx)=0. Proof. We first consider the case where G^Pi.i.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we use Lemma 1.2.7 and Lemma 1. 22ï-i IM2*||2> which proves that the trace is strongly continuous. Now, assume Cis unbounded. As this means that G is unbounded, there is clearly no loss of generality in assuming that Afand M' are both finite. Then, by the spectral theorem, there exists a sequence {Pk}, k an integer, of projections in the center of M such that 7 = P0>Pi>P2> • • • , with CPn^nPn. Also, we can choose vectors z"£(P" -P"_i)77such that ||z"||2 = l/w2, and since 22»°-1 Ilzn||2= 22»-1 (l/«2) < °°. there exists a vector z= 2JT-i z». Now, with the above notation, we get a directed set of operators {v4Tj, r£ß, by letting AT = (« + 1)3P, with the following property: If x is arbitrary in 77, let to = (x) in 12, and consider A Tox = (« + l)3P0x = 0. As in the above paragraph, ^4Tx = 0 for r ==:ro, proving that AT converges to 0 in the strong topology. But A\= {n + lfF)^ {n + l)3-(l/(« + l))Pn+iè (ra + l)2(P"+1-P") shows that, using the vector z defined above, {A\z, z) ^ (w + 1)2-||(P"+i -Pn)z||2 (w + l)2||zn+i||2 = l; and thus the directed set \A\\ does not converge to zero in the weak topology.
Thus we have succeeded in constructing a directed set of operators \AT\ in M which converge to zero in the strong (and thus in the weak) topology, but with the set [AT\ not converging to zero in the weak (and thus not in the strong) topology. This success proves that the mapping A-*A* is continuous in neither the strong nor the weak topology, and the proof of this theorem is complete.
Chapter III. Continuity properties of *-isomorphisms of rings 3.1. Introduction.
The main result of this chapter is a condition which determines when a *-isomorphism between semifinite rings is given by a spatial isometry, thus generalizing a result of von Neumann in §3.3 of [7] . Then, growing out of this result, we obtain conditions for various of the standard topologies to be purely algebraic. Our final result is a theorem on the relationship of a semifinite ring to its commutant. to PaF¿ (the same index setT can be used for the F'a¡y since all have the cardinal Q). Form P= X«eA P«> and consider Px. If Px 5^0, then the process described in the first part of the proof of this lemma shows that there is a nonzero projection in the center of MiP1) which is a sum of projections equivalent to P0' cut down to that central projection. This contradiction of maximality of the family {Pa} proves that P = 7. Now, form the projections £7 = X«eA E'a,y. These projections are obviously equivalent to ^2a^i.PaF¿ = Po' and 7= X7£r Ey . Furthermore, the rings Me'h are isomorphic to MFo'n-Also, the mapping A-*AF¿ is an isomorphism of M onto Mfo'h, since if AF¿ =0, then Ax -0 and hence A =0. To complete the proof of this lemma, notice that the mapping A-*AEy' is a *-isomorphism of M onto Mb-'h', since if ^4£7 =0, APaEy =0 which yields ^4Pa = 0 for all a, by the first part of this proof. Then, A=Q follows from X«eA Pa = F. Proof. Let <j> be the isomorphism of M' onto iff' given in Theorem 4. With the notation of the proof of that theorem, consider the family <p{Pa)ey, y£T {a fixed). These projections are clearly all equivalent, and since the Meyfi are unitarily equivalent to M, each <f>{Pa)ey of the above family is the sum of a orthogonal, equivalent, finite projections in M. Thus <f>{Pa) is the sum of ßa = n such projections, and M<p{Pa) is of type 5a.
Spatial isomorphism of semifinite rings.
But 22ae» 4>{Pa) =<p{I) =1 proves that M is of type Sa, and the proof of this lemma is complete.
Theorem 11. The strongest and a-weak topologies are purely algebraic in semifinite rings; that is, any *-isomorphism between semifinite rings is bicontinuous in the strongest and a-weak topologies.
Proof. Let <f> be a *-isomorphism of the semifinite ring Mi onto Af2. Pick an abstract set T with infinite cardinality Í2 larger than that of the Hilbert spaces on which the rings Mk, k = l, 2, act, and apply the process outlined in Theorem 4 to the rings Ml. Let c6i, <£2 be the isomorphisms of Mi, M2 onto Mi. Ñ2 respectively, and form the isomorphism <p=^>2(M>ï1.
<j> is now a *-isomorphism of Mi onto M2. In Mi form the family { P"}, as in Theorem 3. But, from our selection of Í2, and by Lemma 3.3.1, it is clear that the Ml are of type Sa, and thus our coupling operator G for Mi has the form: G = Z^e^i (a/ß)Pa.
Since the types Sa are preserved under *-isomorphism, we also get the coupling operator G of Af2 in the form: G = 22«Gn (a/O^ÍP.).
Thus we see that 4, takes G into ¿\ with each being essentially bounded. Applying Theorem 9, we see that there exists a linear isometry implementing 0. But now (j> is obviously bicontinuous in both the strongest and <r-weak topologies; and since the <f>k, k = l, 2, are bicontinuous in these topologies by Theorem 4, we get finally the result that <p=<f>21%<pi is bicontinuous in the required topologies. This completes the proof of the theorem. Proof. Let T be the set of positive integers, and apply Theorem 4 to M', obtaining rings M, M' and an isomorphism 0 of M onto M. If the projections {Pa,a-}, a, a'Gir, are the ones in the standard decomposition of the coupling operator for (M, M'), consider the rings <j>iPa,a')M, <piPa,a')M'. As <p is an isomorphism, the ring <piPa,a')M is of type Sa like Pa,a'M. Also, as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.1, the family <piPa,a')en, «GT (a fixed), are all equivalent; and as each member of that family is the sum of a' orthogonal, equivalent, finite projections, we get finally that <p(Pa,a0 is the sum of a'-_$o = a' such projections.
This proves that <piPa,a')M' is of type Sa>. Thus we see that if {Pa,a'|, a, a'Gir, is a decomposition of the coupling operator of (M, M'), then <p(Pa,aO is the corresponding decomposition of the coupling operator of (M, M'). Since both operators are obviously essentially bounded, we may apply Theorem 9 to obtain a linear isometry IF implementing <p. Now let {x"} be a sequence of vectors in 77 such that X»T-i |lx»||2< °°, and, using the notation of Theorem 4, define xB= F"xB. Clearly we may define a vector x= X^-i xn in 77; and, by the proof of Theorem 4, for A in M, X"-i iAV~lxn, F"1*,,) = ¿Xi C¿*». xn) = (<pL4)x, x) = iWAW~xx, x), or X"-i (Axn, xn) = iAW~lx, W~xx). That the strongest and the strong, the weak and the <r-weak topologies are equivalent is now clear< Theorem 12. Let M, M' be semifinite rings on a Hilbert space 77, with coupling operator C. If C is bounded, the strongest and the strong, the weak and the a-weak topologies are equivalent pairs of topologies.
Proof. Let C=Ci+2_Xa/a')P_,_'
be the standard decomposition of the coupling operator. By boundedness of C, the Pa,i, a>l, are all zero and Ci is a bounded operator. Thus (?x= X(«,«')*i Pa,a' has the property that M(QX) and M'(QX) are purely infinite semifinite rings, and we see that the theorem is true on (<2)x77, by Lemma 3.3.2. Now, let {x"} be a sequence of vectors in QH such that Xn-i II*»!!2< °° > and form the linear functional <-(._) = X»-i iAxn, xB) on MQ. This functional clearly satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 7, and thus there exists a finite set {zk}, l^k^m, with co(-l)= Xt-i i-Azk, «*). But this proves that the theorem is true on QH. Combining this result with that of the first paragraph, we finally complete the proof.
Theorem 13. The trace function in a finite ring is continuous in the strongest and a-weak topologies.
Proof. Let M be the finite ring, and with T as the positive integers, apply Theorem 4 to M', getting rings M, M' and an isomorphism <p of M onto M. Since M' is purely infinite, the coupling operator for (M, M') satisfies the conditions of Theorem 12, proving that the strong and the strongest, the weak and <r-weak topologies are equivalent pairs of topologies on M. Now, let [Aa] be a directed set of operators in M which converge to zero in the strongest topology. By the continuity properties of <p, 4>{Aa) converges to zero in the strongest (and thus the strong) topology on M. Again using the fact that M' is purely infinite, Theorem 8 can be applied, yielding <p{Aa)->0 in the strong (and thus the strongest) topology. Then, applying c6_1, we get Aa converging to zero in the strongest topology. This proves that the trace is continuous in the strongest topology, and a similar argument does the same for the cr-weak topology.
Theorem 14. The notion of subring is purely algebraic with respect to semifinite rings; that is, if <j> is a *-isomorphism of the semifinite ring M onto the ring M and if N is a semifinite subring of M, then 4>{N) is a subring of M.
Proof. If Ñ is defined as the strongest closure ot<j>{N), it is clearly sufficient for the proof of the theorem to prove that NÇZ<j>{N). Therefore, let Ä be in Ñ and pick a directed set [Äa\ of operators in <p{N) converging to Ä in the strongest topology. But by Theorem 11, c6_1 is strongest continuous from M to M, so that we have the directed set <p~l{Äa) converging to <j>~l{Ä) in M. Furthermore, the <b~1{Äa) are in N; and by the closure properties of N, c6-1(^4) lies in N. Now, applying tf>, we get finally that A lies in <b{N), and the proof of the theorem is complete.
3.4. Standard rings. Proof. First, assume that the coupling operator is the identity operator. By Lemmas 1.2.7 and 1.2.8, there exists a family (P«}, ct£r, of orthogonal projections in the center of M such that ^."c rPa = 7 and with vectors xa, a£T, such that either [il7xtt]=Pa77, or [M'x«]=Pa77. However, since 7 is the coupling operator, we always get both: [M'xa] =PaH=
[Mxa]-But now we can apply Lemma 1.2.2 and get conjugations Ja, a£r, on Pa77, such that il7P" is standard with respect to Ja. That 22«Gr J<* 1S tne conjugation of our lemma now follows immediately.
Next, assume that M is standard. x"] -PaH shows that for all a£r,
[Afxa] =Pa77= [M'xa]. It is now clear that the identity operator is our coupling operator and the proof of the lemma is complete. on the Hilbert space 77, and if C is bounded, then <f> is weakly and strongly continuous.
Proof. This lemma clearly follows from Theorems 11 and 12, plus the fact that the strong (weak) topology is weaker than the strongest (<r-weak) topology. Proof. Assume that c& is strongly (weakly) continuous. We consider the mapping A->A* in M as a composite of the mappings A-xj>{A)-*¡>{A)* = <j>{A]{)-^A^. By hypothesis, <j> is continuous; and the continuity of the other maps follows from Lemma 1, Theorem 8, and the fact that C is bounded. This shows that the mapping A-+A* is continuous and finally that C is bounded, by Theorem 8. Co&=Qo, we get F*=F>C0&=F*&£&, and we see that CP" is dominated by the bounded operator CoE* ^ T. But the operator CoF^F is the coupling operator for the rings Mfh, M'Fh by an argument similar to that of the proof of Lemma 1.2.5, and thus the functional co has the form given in Theorem 7. The continuity of <j> now follows easily. Finally, assume that <j> is strongly (weakly) continuous. The boundedness of CoiQi + Q2) clearly follows from Lemma 2 and so it remains to prove the boundedness of C0E*. But the boundedness simply follows from Lemma 2 applied to the rings Meh, Meh, Mêh, Meh with coupling operators CoE*E, Ë; and the proof of the theorem is complete.
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